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ABSTRACT
Deploying good service design in service companies has been updated issue in improving
customer satisfaction, especially based on the level of service quality measured by
Parasuraman’s SERVQUAL. Many researchers have been proposing methods in designing
the service, and some of them are based on engineering viewpoint, especially by
implementing the QFD method or even using robust Taguchi method. The QFD method
would found the qualitative solution by generating the “how’s”, while Taguchi method
gives more quantitative calculation in optimizing best solution. However, incorporating
both QFD and Taguchi has been done in this paper and yields better design process. The
purposes of this research is to evaluate the incorporated methods by implemented it to a
case study, then analyze the result and see the robustness of those methods to customer
perception of service quality. Started by measuring service attributes using SERVQUAL
and find the improvement with QFD, the deployment of QFD solution then generated by
defining Taguchi factors levels and calculating the Signal-to-noise ratio in its orthogonal
array, and optimized Taguchi response then found. A case study was given for designing
service in local bank. Afterward, the service design obtained from previous analysis was
then evaluated and shows that it was still meet the customer satisfaction. Incorporating
QFD and Taguchi has performed well and can be adopted and developed for another
research for evaluating the robustness of result.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since firstly proposed by Parasuraman et al (1988), Service Quality (SERVQUAL)
has been applied for evaluating the quality level of services, and as reference for improving
the service design. Based on the 5 dimensional customer attributes, the SERVQUAL
measures the 5 gaps, including the customer gap i.e. the difference between customer
expectation and perception. Attributes with large negative gaps represents some
dissatisfactions and lead to the opportunity for improving them. However, many researches
evaluate the effectiveness of SERVQUAL related to large amount of variables in
questionnaire, and also their likert scale that is considered difficult to interpret (Buttle,
1995). Some papers proposed modifications of SERVQUAL by developing similar
procedures or dimensions for particular service, such as DINESERV (Stevens et al, 1995)
for evaluating restaurant service, SERVPERF (Cronin & Taylor, 1992) for omitting the
customer expectation rather than calculate its different with the perception, and HEDPERF
(Abdullah, 2006) for evaluating education service.


